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INTRODUCTION
Tufcoat is a leading provider of environmental containment and weather protection
systems for the marine industry.
We supply a shrink-wrap sheeting system to create a ‘drum tight’ cover providing
protection for yacht transport or storage and marine refit projects.
Our customers are based throughout Europe and are involved in boat, yacht and ship
building, the superyacht industry and Naval Defence refits.

Temporary Yacht Shelter, Portchester

SERVICES

INSTALLATIONS

MATERIALS

TRAINING

Providing an installation service

We can supply materials and

Tufcoat deliver an introduction to

using experienced teams based in

accessories with European

working with shrink-wrap training

the UK and throughout Europe, we

standards for the creation of

course.

are able to complete projects

shrink-wrap covers, superyacht

of any size.

tents and refit shelters.

Designed by industry professionals
for marine applications, training

Tufcoat is widely installed in the

As a manufacturer with European

consists of a practical seminar and

Mediterranean for the superyacht

stockists, we can maintain

an introduction to skills needed to

industry with a partner in Palma.

stock levels to meet demand

install Tufcoat shrink-wrap.

with products dispatched and
Teams in the UK provide installation

delivered within 24 hours*.

The shrink-wrap training also
covers equipment and product

services to Naval Defence refits
and superyachts as well as the

We ensure project requirements

familiarisation, best practices and

leisure boat market.

are met quickly and effectively.

basic health and safety advice.

*subject to location & time of order

APPLICATIONS

REFIT

STORAGE

TRANSPORT

Temporary refit shelters or tents

We offer an alternative for marinas,

Whether transporting vessels by

can be created using Tufcoat

boat-builders and owners frustrated

low-loader, trailer or as sea freight

shrink-wrap to provide complete

with using tarpaulins or canvas

Tufcoat prevents exposure to the

environmental containment around

covers to protect their boats.

elements, environmental factors
and other contaminants.

a refit or maintenance project.
Tufcoat marine shrink-wrap
Temporary shelters allow sensitive

protects boats during bad weather

Tufcoat sheeting shrinks ‘drum-

applications like painting and

or when in dry stacks. The use of

tight’ around a boat, meaning that

deck repair to be undertaken

self adhesive vents and desiccants,

vibration and damage typically

in a controlled environment by

minimises moisture which can build

associated with loose fitting

using ventilation, extraction,

up during storage.

tarpaulins is avoided.

When preparing boats for use

By encapsulating a boat during

dehumidification and temperature
control.

shrink-wrap can be removed by

transport, boat manufacturers,

Outside space can be utilised by

cutting away the film and bundling

transporters and brokers ensure

erecting a scaffold structure around

for recycling, avoiding storage and

that vessels are delivered in

a vessel, completely sealing the

maintenance costs.

pristine condition.

area to create a cocooned work
habitat.

Temporary Shelter, Concarneau

FEATURES
WEIGHT & SIZE
The rolls are designed to be of optimum handling size and weight to increase the ease of application.
However, we can manufacture products in sizes and weights to suit any specific client requirement.

ADDITIVES
A variety of Tufcoat formulations contain additives with different properties to cover a wide range of applications
and include:

ULTRA VIOLET INHIBITORS

HIGH-STRENGTH

FLAME RETARDANT

PUNCTURE RESISTANT

*Coloured and printed options are available subject to MOQ

VCI - ANTI-CORROSION

TEAR RESISTANT

ANTI-STATIC

COLOURED*

PRINTED*

CERTIFICATION
QUALITY & SAFETY
Tufcoat products are thoroughly tested and subjected to the most demanding conditions and environments.
Through ISO9001, BS EN 13501, M1 & LPS certification we offer confidence with internationally recognised accreditations,
supporting our customers in accessing global markets by adhering to industry quality and safety regulations.

PRODUCTS
190µm - Regular Grade Shrink-wrap

Patch Tape

Code

Product size

Kg*

Code

Product size

Kg

BC01

5m x 70m

71

BC16

100mm x 33m

1.5

BC12

6m x 60m

72

BC02

8m x 50m

78

Polywoven Strapping

BC13

10m x 40m

80

Code

Product size

Kg

BC03

12m x 30m

72

BC24

19mm x 640m

7.5

BC04

12m x 50m

112

BC07

14m x 50m

135

Ventilation

BC09

12m x 50m Flame retardant

110

Code

Product size

Kg

BC28

Self adhesive air vents

0.20

250µm/ 300µm - Heavy Grade Shrink-wrap
Flame retardant to BS:EN13501 Class B, M1, LPS 1207/1215

Zipped access

Code

Product size

Kg

Code

Product size

Kg

BC06

12m x 40m 250µm

115

BC31

Hatch door 0.9m

2.4

BC08

7m x 15m

Flame retardant

35

BC32

Hatch door 1.2m

6

BC11

12m x 15m Flame retardant

55

BC33

Hatch door 1.8m

3.6

BC34

Self adhesive zips 1.8m

5
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Tel: +44 (0)1752 227 333 | Fax: +44 (0)1752 261 642 | Email: info@tufcoat.co.uk

www.tufcoat.co.uk

